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Abstract: This paper investigates inventory management problems for fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) with the Physical Internet (interconnected logistic services) where goods are stored and distributed in an interconnected and open network of hubs. Unlike current hierarchical inventory model where the source assignment is predetermined for each replenishment order either from the retailers or from the warehouses, the PI-inventory model enables multiple source selection options to each order and transshipments of inventories among hubs, resulting in complete pooling of inventories within the network. We adopt a continuous review (Q, R) ordering policy for each facility and propose four dynamic source selection strategies related to the supplying nodes’ inventory levels, the distance and lead time between the supplying and the ordering nodes. The objective is to determine the optimal replenishment policies for hubs in order to minimize the total logistic costs of the distribution system. A nonlinear optimization model is proposed and a heuristic using simulated annealing is applied. A simulation study based on two categories of FMCG is taken to evaluate the performance of the proposed inventory control policies. Our results suggest that compared to current centralized inventory control policy, the PI-inventory control model with proposed source selection strategies can significantly reduce the total costs as well as the average inventory level of the network of hubs while reaching the same end customer service level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, a great number of papers have dealt with inventory problems based on centralized or hierarchical inventory systems as inventory often accounts for a large proportion of a company’s supply chain management costs. In this paper, we study inventory problems in the recently proposed open and interconnected logistic network called Physical Internet. Inspired by the metaphor of Digital Internet, the Physical Internet (PI) aims to integrate logistics networks into an open and interconnected global system through standard containers and routing protocols (Ballot and Montreuil, 2014). Concerning inventory problems, unlike classical storage organization in actual logistic systems, the PI network enables a distributed storage of goods in hubs which may be managed by the Logistic Service Providers (LSP) and shared by companies including suppliers and their customers (retailers). The replenishment orders either from the hubs or from the retailers are no longer pre-assigned to specific supply points and are dynamically decided according to different source selection strategies. Theoretically, each supplier can store their goods at any hub around the network and each hub or customer can be served by any other hubs or directly by the supplier, which makes it feasible for the sharing of inventories and transportation, and also the multiple source options for replenishment orders. This system enables more supply strategies that will be used when needed. Thus, this kind of inventory management structure would potentially lead to lower inventory levels and improved customer service levels, resulting lower total cost. Under this structure, our research questions lie on: 1) how to respond to each replenishment order with required constraints; 2) how to determine inventory replenishment policies for hubs under these source selection strategies.

Following the previous works studying inventory problems in Physical Internet, we can conclude three main characteristics of the inventory problems in the Physical Internet: 1) dynamic source selection; 2) multiple source selection options to one order; 3) transshipments of inventories among hubs. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the inventory control models corresponding to these three main characteristics and analyse how they affect the whole supply chain. Our objective is to provide optimal replenishment policies for each hub under different source selection strategies and to compare the overall supply chain performance of our inventory control policies to the current inventory control policy with predetermined mono source selection strategy. The policies and the models proposed here can be further implanted as a decision-making tool.

To gain insight into this question, we study a single FMCG (fast moving consumer good) product inventory problem in a Physical Internet network of hubs supplying a group of retailers which face normal distributed end-customer demands. We adopt a centralized vendor-decision framework for the supplier who determines the inventory control policies for the warehouses or the hubs. The objective is to determine optimal inventory control policies for hubs to minimize the total cost of the distribution system while satisfying replenishment orders from retailers. We suppose the optimal replenishment parameters at retailers are obtained to minimize its own total cost under the assumption of infinite inventory
supplier. Four dynamic source selection strategies related to the inventory levels of the supplying points, the distance and lead time between the supplying and ordering points are proposed. A nonlinear optimization model is described and a heuristic using simulated annealing is applied. Policies are evaluated by simulation studies. Our results suggests that the PI-inventory model with dynamic source selection strategies can significantly reduce the supply chain management cost compared to current centralized predetermined inventory control strategy while reaching the same end customer service level at retailers (defined as the percentage of customer satisfied by inventory on hand).

Within the literature we found the following two inventory control models based on current hierarchical inventory system close to the PI inventory modality: i) inventory models with lateral transshipments that allow inventory movements among members of the same echelon; ii) inventory models with multi-sourcing options which enables a replenishment order to be satisfied by multiple supplying points. Recent comprehensive overview about lateral transshipment is provided by (Paterson et al., 2011). Two types of transshipments are often addressed according to the timing of the transshipments: 1) reactive transshipments in response to an existing stock-out as seen in (Krishnan and Rao, 1965), (Robinson, 1990), (Olsson, 2010); 2) proactive transshipments to prevent the future stock-out, as seen in (Gross, 1963), (Diks and De Kok, 1998), (Tagaras and Vlachos, 2002). The literature has shown that transshipment is quite profitable for retailers with long replenishment lead times from suppliers and who are located closer to one another or who have grand shortage penalty cost. In spite of the horizontal sharing of inventories in both transshipments and PI inventory model, the hubs in the Physical Internet are fully interconnected and the source selection is dynamically determined while in the lateral transshipments the source is pre-assigned and the transshipments are used as a support to regular replenishment orders.

The research of the multi-sourcing inventory model can be divided into two categories according to whether an order can be split into sub-quantities and met by several source supplying points: 1) without order splitting which focus on source substitution method, as seen in (Ng et al., 2001), (Çapar et al., 2011), (Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf, 2008); 2) with order splitting which focus on inventory allocation method in addition to source substitution, as seen in (Sculli and Wu, 1981), (Ryu and Lee, 2003), (Song et al., 2014). The literature shows that the multi-sourcing can reduce the mean and variance of the effective lead time and a split order model always has lower stock levels than the equivalent non-split model. However, the multi-sourcing options in current multi-sourcing models are only restricted between the upper level stocking points and their successive demanding points. The same echelon stocking points are independent and no products flow at the same echelon stocking points are allowed. Therefore we conclude that our model differs from inventory models existing in literature.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents details of the problem description and assumptions; Section 3 propose a non-linear optimization formulation and solution approach; Section 4 presents and analyses the numerical results. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions and remarks for the further research.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 The PI replenishment schemes

To simplify the problem without losing the generality, here we consider a single product PI-inventory system under continuous review with a plant (indexed by 0) supplying a network of $M$ hubs (indexed by $i$) and $Nr$ retailers/markets (indexed by $j$) which face independent normal distribution end customer demand, i.e. an example of three hubs and four retailers depicted in (Fig. 1. b). (Fig. 1. a) shows the corresponding replenishment scheme for classical centralized inventory model where a warehouse supplying two distribution centers belong to two different retailer companies with two points of sales. Localization remain the same in all scenarios.

![Fig. 1. Centralized inventory model VS PI inventory model](image-url)

As seen in (Fig. 1. a), under the classical inventory models, the product flow directions are predetermined. Each points of sales are pre-assigned to their own distribution center, i.e. $R1$ and $R2$ can only be supplied by $DC1$. The DCs’ replenishment order can only be met by the warehouse and no transshipments among DCs and direct shipments from the plant to the DCs under this inventory control policy are allowed. For example, under this hierarchical structure, if $DC1$ faces a stock-out, the replenishment orders from points of sales $R1$ and $R2$ cannot be satisfied even if the $DC2$ and the warehouse have high inventory levels. However, in the PI-inventory control model depicted in (Fig. 1. b), there exist no more echelons and the network of hubs are fully open and interconnected. The hub center coordinates the movement of stocks around the network to meet replenishment orders from points of sales. In detail, the replenishment orders from any of the points of sales can be served by any hub around the network and the hubs can be supplied by any other hub or the plant. Therefore, if the hub2 faces a stock-out, the replenishment orders from points of sales $R1$ or $R2$ can either be met by hub1 or hub3 under required
constraints by different source selection options, resulting in reduced lead times and reduced lost sales. Besides, the interconnected network also facilitate the mutualisation of transportation flows, resulting in reduced transportation cost and reduced total inventory level around the network by augmenting the transportation frequency between the plants and the distribution network. Based on the above analysis, we can see that the inventory decisions for this PI-inventory model concern to two parts: 1) source selection strategy for each replenishment order; 2) inventory control policies for hubs.

2.2 PI inventory control model

In this paper, four dynamic source selection options are proposed: 1) S1 - Minimum distance: among the supplying points with inventory level bigger than the ordering quantity, choose the nearest candidate to the ordering point; 2) S2 - Maximum stock on hand: among the supplying points with inventory level bigger than the ordering quantity, choose the candidate with the highest inventory level; 3) S3 - Maximum ratio of (inventory level/lead time): among the supplying points with inventory level bigger than the ordering quantity, choose the candidate with the maximum ratio of (inventory level/lead time between the candidate and the ordering point); 4) S4 - Maximum ratio of (inventory level/distance): among the supplying points with inventory level bigger than the ordering quantity, choose the candidate with the maximum ratio of (inventory level/distance between the candidate and the ordering point). The scenario of current pre-determined source selection method is also studied and indexed by S0.

For the five scenarios, we adopt the following common assumptions: a) Each stocking facility including hubs and retailers applies a (R, Q) continuous review policy; b) The plant is assumed to always have adequate stocks to meet the demands and there is no capacity constraint for hubs; c) Unmet replenishment orders from retailers are considered with a penalty cost that is assumed to be proportional to the retailer’s average daily demand quantity and the product value; d) The lead times among all the interconnected facilities are given and assumed to be constant; e) The orders are served on a first-come-first-served basis; f) No partial delivery is allowed; g) End customer demands to retailers are uncertain and subject to normal distribution; h) Vendor makes all source selections to supply the retailers.

Within the economic scale, four logistic costs are considered: inventory holding cost, transportation cost, ordering cost and the penalty cost for unmet demands. The holding cost are charged for each unit in stock per time unit both at retailers and hubs. The transportation cost for each delivery of goods are considered and is a proportional function of the distance and quantity travelled. Besides, each replenishment order placed incurs a fixed ordering cost. Penalty cost for unsatisfied order from retailers and lost sales for unmet customer demands at retailers are considered and are proportional to the product value and unmet quantity.

We adopt a centralized vendor-decision framework for the hub system who distributes goods around the network of hubs, in order to meet the demands from the retailers where the inventory decisions are made by their own manager to minimize its total cost of the same categories with required lead time constraints. In this paper, the optimal replenishment parameters \((q_j, s_j)\) for each retailer \(j\) are determined by the algorithm proposed by (Giard, 2005). The optimal replenishment parameters \((\tilde{q}_j, \tilde{s_j})\) for each retailer \(j\) are considered as input information for the hub system under all scenarios. With optimal replenishment policies and normal distributed daily demand, when the inventory position at retailer \(j\) drops below the reorder point \(s_j\), it places an replenishment order with quantity \(\tilde{q}_j\) at the hub system. The hub system choose among the candidate hubs to respond the demand according to different dynamic source selection strategies. The objective is determine the optimal replenishment parameters of hubs under different source selection methods to minimize the total cost including holding cost at hubs, transportation cost to satisfy the replenishment orders both from hubs and the retailers, penalty cost for unmet orders from retailers, and the fixed ordering cost for each replenishment order placed by hubs.

3. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION APPROACH

3.1 Formulation

We adapt a discrete event modelling method. To introduce the optimization model, we use the following notations. And we always refer to SKU to the minimum unit we consider in the model.

\(M\): set of hubs (plant index by 0).
\(Nr\): set of retailers.
\(T\): configuration time the inventory system, indexed by \(n\) (1 year = 365 days).
\(\text{dis}_{ij}\): distance between hub \(i \in M\) and retailer \(j \in Nr\).
\(\text{dis}_{ki}\): distance between hub \(k \in M\) and hub \(i \in M\).
\(\text{dis}_{oi}\) : distance between hub \(i \in M\) and the plant 0.
\((\mu_j, \sigma_j)\): average and standard deviation of end customer demand at retailer \(j\).
\((q_j, s_j)\): replenishment policy of retailer \(j\) - \(q_j\) for batch size and \(s_j\) for reorder point.
\(H_i\): daily holding cost per SKU at hub \(i\).
\(c_1\): transportation cost per kilometer per SKU from the hubs to retailer - computed by the cost for a full truckload divided by the number of SKU per full truckload.
\(c_2\): transportation cost per kilometer per SKU from the plant to hubs and among hubs - the same calculation as \(c_1\).
\(p_j\): daily penalty cost per SKU of unmet orders from retailer \(j \in Nr\).
\(A\): the fixed ordering cost per order.
\(I_{in}/I_{jn}\): inventory level at hub \(i\) / retailer \(j\) between \(n\)th and \((n + 1)\)th day.
\(I_{in}/I_{jn}\): inventory position at hub \(i\) / retailer \(j\) between \(n\)th and \((n + 1)\)th day - inventory level plus inventory on arrival.
The parameters of the five scenarios are optimized. The decision variables are:

- $R_i$: hub $i$’s reorder point.
- $Q_{io}$: hub $i$’s batch size (order quantity) from the plant.
- $Q_i$: hub $i$’s batch size (order quantity) from other hubs.
- $x_{0in}$: binary variable of whether choose plant 0 to satisfy the demand of hub $i$ at time $n$th day, if so $x_{0in} = 1$, otherwise 0;
- $x_{kin}$: binary variable of whether choose hub $k \in M$ to satisfy the demand of hub $i$ ($i \neq k$) at time $n$th day.
- $x_{kjn}$: binary variable of whether choose facility $k \in M$ to satisfy the demand of retailer $j$ at time $n$th day.

The objective function:

\[
\text{Minimize } C_{tot} = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{T} I_{L_{in}} H_{i} \right]_{(1)} + \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{Nr} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{M} x_{kin} c_{j} d_{is_{kj}} \right]_{(2)} + \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{T} \sum_{k=1}^{M} x_{kin}(c_{2} Q_{i} d_{is_{ki}} + A) \right]_{(3)} + \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{T} x_{0in}(c_{2} Q_{io} d_{is_{0i}} + A) \right]_{(4)} + \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{Nr} \left( 1 - \sum_{k=1}^{M} x_{kjn} \right) * q_{j} * p_{j} \right]_{(5)}
\]

Subject to:

\[
0 \leq \sum_{k=1}^{M} x_{kjn} \leq 1 \quad \forall j \in Nr, \forall n = 1 ... T
\]

\[
x_{kjn} \in \{0,1\}, \forall k \in M, \forall j \in Nr, \forall n = 1 ... T
\]

\[
0 \leq \sum_{k=0}^{M} x_{kin} \leq 1 \quad \forall i \in M, \forall n = 1 ... T
\]

\[
x_{kin} \in \{0,1\}, \forall i \in M, \forall k \in M \cup \{0\}, i \neq k, \forall n = 1 ... T
\]

\[
R_i, Q_{io}, Q_i; \text{Integers, } \forall i \in M
\]

Where (1) represents the total annual holding cost at the hubs, (2) indicates the total annual transportation cost to satisfy replenishment orders from retailers, (3) describes the total annual transportation cost and fixed ordering cost to meet the replenishment orders of the hubs by other hubs, (4) presents the total annual transportation cost and fixed ordering cost to meet the replenishment orders of the hubs by the plant, (5) introduces the penalty cost for unmet replenishment orders from the hubs. Constraints (6) - (9) describe that the replenishment orders can only be met by one facility each time. Hence, order splitting is not allowed in the model. Constraint (10) indicates that the demanding quantity cannot be allowed fractional or partial.

### 3.2 Solution approaches

To solve the nonlinear global optimization problem, we use the source selection strategies to determine the source selection variables $x_{0in}/x_{kin}/x_{kjn}$ and a simulated annealing algorithm adapted to further optimize the replenishment parameters for hubs under each sourcing strategy. The following procedure calculates the annual total cost for each replenishment parameters of hubs $(Q_{io}, Q_i, R_i)$ in the heuristic algorithm.

**Simulation-based annual total cost calculation procedure:**

Input: $(Q_{io}, Q_i, R_i)$ and – the optimization computed by the simulated annealing algorithm.

Step 1: Initialize $n = 1$ (time), initial stock at every hubs to be 0 SKU and $(s_j + q_j)$ for each retailer $j$.

Step 2: Randomly generate end customer demands according to normal distribution function respecting input parameters $(u_j, q_j)$ at retailer $j \in Nr$. update inventory level $IL_{jn}$ and inventory position $IP_{jn}$, unmet end customers demands are considered as lost sales.

Step 3: For each retailer $j$, if inventory position $IP_{jn} \leq s_j$, based on source selection strategy, determine the source $i^*$ ($x_{i^*jn} = 1$), update the inventory information of retailer $j$ and the source $i^*$.

Step 4: For each hub $i$, if inventory position $IP_{in} \leq R_i$, based on source selection strategy, determine the source $k^*$ ($x_{k^*in} = 1$), update the inventory information of hub $i$ and the source $k^*$.

Step 5: If $n \leq T$, $n + +$ and go to Step 2.

Step 6: Calculate and return annual total cost $C_{tot}$.

### 4. Numerical Results

This section reports the results from a simulation study that evaluates logistic costs with the optimal replenishment parameters for the five source selection strategies obtained by a simulated annealing heuristic method.

Two cases studies have been taken: an example of mineral water where the transportation cost is much bigger than the holding cost and lost sales, and an example of washing products where the products value are 5 times more expensive than mineral water resulting in holding cost and lost sales more expensive. We test on a single product PI-inventory system with three hubs and four retailers. Daily demands at retailers are assumed to be same for all the experiments which follows normal distribution function $(u, q):(5, 3), (6, 3), (3, 1), (4, 2)$ expressed in SKU. The fixed ordering cost for each order is assumed to be $A = 20$ (monetary unit) per order (or 0 if the order is not satisfied). The penalty cost for unmet orders from retailers to hubs is considered as 20% of the product value while it is 30% for the lost sales at retailers. The transportation cost from the plant to hubs and among hubs is assumed to be 1.4 per full truckload per kilometer and 2.0 per full truckload per kilometer from hubs to retailers. This assumption is based on the fact that the transportation cost for long-haul full truckload is lower than that the last mile transportation cost. The lead time are assumed to be 5 days between the plant and hubs, 1 day between hubs and 2 days between hubs and retailers.
Table 1 presents the distance matrix of the network. With all these setups and the methods presented in (Giard, 2005), we can therefore obtain the optimal replenishment parameters \((q_i^*, s_i^*)\) for retailers, as depicted in Table 2.

### Table 1. Distance (km)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
<th>H3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td></td>
<td>170</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Optimal policies for retailers \((q_i^*, s_i^*)\) (SKUs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(q_i^<em>, s_i^</em>) (product value = 24 /SKU)</td>
<td>(q_i^<em>, s_i^</em>) (product value = 120 /SKU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>(85, 16)</td>
<td>(65,19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>(93, 19)</td>
<td>(71, 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>(65, 8)</td>
<td>(50, 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>(76, 12)</td>
<td>(58, 14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, we can see that the reorder points for retailers are bigger in Case 2 than in Case 1 since the product value is more expensive which results in more expensive holding cost and lost sales (recall that we assume they have the same demand rate). The optimal replenishment parameters for retailers are considered as input information for the hub system, in order to find the optimal values of \((Q_{i0}^*, Q_i^*, R_i^*)\) for each hub \(i\) under each source selection strategy. We use a simulated annealing procedure for the optimization. The lower bound for each \((Q_{i0}^*, Q_i^*, R_i^*)\) is considered as 0 and the upper bound is chosen as a big quantity (400 SKUs) that can satisfy all the demands from the retailers. All the experimental tests are developed in Mathematica 10.0. The convergence ratio, the maximum temperature and the maximum iteration number are set to be 3%, 60, and 8000.

Table 3 describes the optimal values of \((Q_{i0}^*, Q_i^*, R_i^*)\) for all the five sourcing strategies. We can see that in all the instances the optimal value of the reorder point \(R_i^*\) for hub \(i\) under dynamic source selection strategies (S1, S2, S3 et S4) is lower than that under the pre-determined source selection strategy S0. It is a result of inventory sharing among the hubs. And as seen in the table, the lost sizes placed to other hubs under the sourcing strategy S2 are always to be 0. This is explained as the plant is always assumed to have the highest inventory level. Thus under the sourcing strategy 2, the hubs’ replenishment orders are always satisfied by the plant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Average total cost</th>
<th>Average total stock at WH &amp; DC or hubs</th>
<th>Average service level</th>
<th>Performance Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>15399</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>99.83%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>13475</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>-12.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>13777</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>-10.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>13876</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>99.81%</td>
<td>-9.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>13066</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>-15.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We can see that the average total cost of the hub system can be significantly reduced by the dynamic source selection strategies under the PI-inventory model compared to current pre-determined source selection strategy S0. And the strategy S4 (Maximum ratio of inventory on hand and distance) has the best performance compared to other strategies for both cases. Besides performance ratio increases with the product value, since the inventory holding cost, penalty cost and lost sales are very dependent on the product value. In addition, the average end customer service levels in case 2 are higher than in case 1 due to the higher product value and with the similar customer service level, the average inventory level at the hubs are reduced by the dynamic source selection strategy compared to deterministic sourcing strategy S0.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and evaluated four dynamic source selection strategies for a PI-inventory model with a plant supplying a network of hubs and retailers. The optimal replenishment policies for hubs are determined for each source selection strategy to minimize the annual total cost of the distribution system including holding cost, fixed ordering cost, transportation cost and penalty cost for unmet orders from retailers. A heuristic using simulated annealing is proposed to solve the optimization problem and then a simulation study is taken to evaluate the optimal policies under each sourcing strategy. The results show all the four dynamic source selection strategies in the PI-inventory model can significantly reduce the average total cost compared to current pre-determined source selection strategy while reaching the same end customer service levels. Besides, the advantage of the dynamic source selection strategies increases when the product value increases.

In this paper, we consider the optimal replenishment policies for retailers as the same as in current inventory models and study how the PI-inventory models affect the inventory control policies for the distribution system. Next step, we will consider the impact of PI-inventory models to the inventory control policies of retailers. Besides, the proposed heuristic algorithm is rather simple and converges slowly considering the problem scale of 9 decisions variables to each problem. Thus, an effort to develop the optimization algorithm with better performance is also an important research topic for the next. Last, only two types of products have been studied in this paper. More experimentation is necessary to study the impact of PI on various FMCG, inventory control policy, variation in demand, network configuration, etc.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Average total cost</th>
<th>Average total stock at WH &amp; DC or at hubs</th>
<th>Average customer service level</th>
<th>Performance Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>18353</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>99.93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>15059</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>-17.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>15735</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>-14.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>15581</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>-15.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>14580</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>-20.55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Simulation results of average cost and performance ratio for Case 2